Abstract-The model-based face recognition approach is based on constructing a model of the human face, which is able to capture the facial variations. The basic knowledge of human face is highly utilized to create the model. In this paper, we try to address and review the approaches and techniques used in the last ten years for modeling the human face in the 3D
I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last several years, face recognition has received significant attention and became interesting field of research among the different image processing and biometric applications [1] . This big attention for face recognition is due to the big development in image capturing technologies in the last years in addition to the wide range of law enforcement and security applications. The recent face recognition systems are mature enough to recognize faces in high accuracy level but the problems remaining are the limitations of these systems in dealing with different real time conditions like pose and illumination variations [2] . Realistic 3D face model is more precise in representing pose, illumination, and expression of face than 2D face model so that it can be utilized usefully in various applications such as face recognition, games, avatars, animations, and etc [3] .
The problem of estimating 3-dimensional face shape from one or more images has attracted considerable attention in recent years [4, 5] . The primary motivation for this work is that 3D shape information provides a pose and illumination invariant description of a face, which can either be used for recognition directly, or to produce illumination and pose normalized images for input to a 2D recognition system. The benefits of such an approach are improved robustness to changes in pose, illumination and expression, while still only requiring a single intensity image as input [6] .
Mainly, four different types of 3D face modeling approaches are proposed in the last recent years. The first one is the 3D face modeling obtained by 3D scanner. The second approach is 3D face modeling based on a generic face model. The third one is 3D face modeling based on 3D
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In this paper, we review the four different 3D face modeling approaches and list the recent studies by different researches in this area of study. Concluding remarks and future research directions are summ arized in the end of the study. The 3D scanner captures 3D vertices coordinates and colors for sampling points in 3D face surface and provides a 3D face model based on these scan data. In operation, the Head & Face Color 3D Scanner shines a safe, low-intensity laser on an object to create a lighted profile. A sensor captures this profile. The system can digitize thousands of profiles in a few seconds to capture the shape of the entire object. At the same time a second sensor acquires color texture information [7] .
II. 3D FACE MODELING APPROACHES
The disadvantage of 3D face recognition is the fact that 3D capturing technology requires cooperation from a subject. Lens or laser based scanners require the subject to be at a certain distance from the sensor [7] . Furthermore, a laser scanner requires a few seconds of complete immobility, while a traditional camera can capture images from far away with no cooperation from the subjects. In addition, there are currently very few high-quality 3D face databases available for testing and evaluation purposes [3] .
Lu et al. [ 8 ] construct a 3D model of a face by combining several 2.5D scans, and then match this to a new probe scan by coarse alignment based on feature points, and fine alignment based on ICP. Root mean square distance is used as a measure for shape similarity. On a set of candidates, they synthesize different shadings of their textures, and use LDA for a comparison with the probe texture [ 8 ] . Figure 1 shows the 2.5D scan and face model generated from it.
Blanz et al. [9] proposed a top-down approach to 3D data analysis by fitting a Morphable Model to scans of faces. The algorithm optimizes shape, texture, pose and illumination simultaneously. To reconstruct a 3D face model, the USF Human 10 3-D database which includes 100 laser-scanned heads was used. Each face model in the database has approximately 70,000 vertices. By reducing the number of the vertices to about 8,900, performance became better [9] . Then the vertices �n the lip line are duplicated and the triangles around the IIp line are reconstructed so that the mouth of the face model IS able to be opened for lip motion and expression.
B. 3 D Face Modeling Based on Generic Face Model
3D face modeling by deforming a 3D face generic model to fit the 3D vertex of some facial landmarks is relatively simple and fast in processing, but cannot obta�n an accurate 3D face model since the adopted 3D generIc model has a sparse number of vertices and triangles [3] .
Researchers in [10] proposed an algorithm for 3-D face modeling from a frontal and a profile view images of a person's face. The algorithm starts by c ? mputing the . 3D coordinates of automatically extracted faCIal feature pomts. The coordinates of the selected feature points are then used to deform a 3D generic face model to obtain a 3D face model for that person [10] . Procrustes analysis is used to globally minimize the distance between th � facial fea�ure vertices in the model and the correspondmg 3D pomts obtained from the images. After that, local deformation is performed on the facial feature vertices to obtain a more realistic 3D model for the person as shown in figure 2 .
In another research for [11] , an image-based 3D face modeling algorithm was presented. The proposed algorit� needs only two orthogonal images for fast 3D modelmg without any camera calibration. Firstly, the feature points Another efficient 3D face reconstruction method for any single 20 facial image even partially damaged or hidden is proposed by [12] .Firstly, some facial feature points were extracted by an improved active appearance models. Then adjusting overall and local generic wire frame mode� using the feature points is done. Finally, the constructIOn of realistic facial texture is applied [12] . The 3D reconstruction method cost little time to model from a single image and is suitable for real-time and mo�ile applications. But in the other hand, the texture mappmg method adopted in this algorithm is not precisely and may also affect the visual effect.
C. 3D Face Modeling Based on 3D Morphable Model 3D face modeling based on a 3D morphable model first constructs a 3D morphable model which consists of 3D shape PCA model and texture 3D PCA model [4] . Next, for a new input 20 face image, the 3D face modeling method fits the 3D morphable model into the new input 20 face image. The 3D morphable model-based 3D face modeling is very accurate and needs just single 20 face im � g � . to produce a 3D face model, but it costs a prohlbl�lve computation time to generate a 3D face model for real-tIme processing.
One of the recent works in 3D face Modeling based on 3D morphable model was done by [13] who constructed a morphable 3D face model based on Chinese faces utilizing the original face data from optics imaging. The Thin Plate Splines method was used for establishing den � e point-to point correspondence needed for generatmg a 3D morphable model [13] . It requires defining several control points manually on each sample face, and then it can find out all of the non-control points' displacement on every two faces. Then, PCA is performed to derive a 3D morphable model as shown in figure 3 [4] . The reconstruction of faces in the database shows the feasibility of using the 3D morphable model for face recognition and the possibility of 3D reconstruction on 2D input image.
In another work for [14] , the construction of a morphable model from training data was done. The reformulation for the probabilistic prior that the model provides on the distribution of parameter vector lengths was also done. This (e) Figure 3 . The reconstruction of 3D model from 2D image using TPS distribution is determined solely by the number of model dimensions and can be used as a regularization constraint in fitting the model to data without the need to choose a parameter controlling the tradeoff between plausibility and quality of fit [14] . This provides a rapid means to estimate high resolution 3D face shape for a face in any pose given only a single face image. Results using ground truth data showed absolute reconstruction average error for the reconstructed faces less than 3.6mm.
A recent development in component based face recognition done by [15] included incorporation of 3D morphable model into the training process. From only three images per subject, 3D face models were computed and subsequently rendered under varying poses and lighting conditions to build a large number of synthetic images as shown in figure 4 [15] . The only drawback of this work was the error distribution among the ten subjects which was highly unbalanced. While nine out of the ten people could be recognized with about 92% accuracy, the recognition rate for the tenth subject was as low as 49%.
D. 3D Face Modeling Based on 3D Morphable Shape Model
The 3D face modeling based on 3D morphable shape model first constructs a 3D morphable face shape model [3, 17 ] . Given a series of 20 face images of a person to be 3D modeled, the corresponding facial landmarks are detected and 3D vertices coordinates of the facial landmarks are reconstructed using a technique of Structure from Motion (SfM), and build a 3D surface mesh consisting of the reconstructed 3D vertices. Next, this 3D face modeling method obtains a 3D face shape model of the person to be modeled by fitting 3D morphable shape model into the 3D surface mesh (16, 17 ] . Also, a cylindrical blended texture map is obtained using the textures of 20 face images. Finally, the modeling method accomplishes a 3D face modeling by rendering the 3D face shape model using the cylindrical blended texture map. A system for 3D face modeling based on 3D morphable shape model was implemented by [16] . The system first takes, with an ordinary video camera, images of a face of a person sitting in front of the camera turning their head from one side to the other. After five manual clicks on two images to indicate the position of the eye comers, nose tip and mouth comers, the system automatically generates a realistic looking 3D human head model that can be animated immediately [16] . The face model can then be imported in the user's preferable applications. The con of this work is that the face mesh is very sparse.
In a study for [17] , a new 3D dense correspondence algorithm for 3D dense morphable face shape modeling was implemented. The new algorithm does not need texture information which the optical flow based 3D dense correspondence algorithm needs but is sensitive to. The algorithm proposed utilizes 3D TPS so that it reduces error due to distortion coming from using 20 TPS on the projection representation in cylindrical coordinates of the 3D face scan data [17] . Results proved that the proposed algorithm constructs a realistic 3D face morphable model reliably and fast.
A recent study conducted by [3] for 3D face modeling based on 3D dense morphable shape model. The proposed 3D modeling method first constructs a 3D dense morphable shape model from 3D face scan data obtained using a 3D scanner. Next, the proposed method extracts and matches facial landmarks from 20 image sequence containing a face to be modeled, and then reconstructs 3D vertices coordinates of the landmarks using a factorization-based StM technique [3] . Then, the proposed method obtains a 3D dense shape model of the face to be modeled by fitting the constructed 3D dense morphable shape model into the reconstructed 3D vertices. Finally, the proposed method generates a 3D face model by rendering the 3D dense face shape model using the cylindrical texture map [3, 16] . The pros of this technique are the high speed and accuracy in generating the 3D face model. Figure 5 shows the comparison between reconstructed 3D face model images and original 2D face images. 
III. DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
Based on the review done for the four different 3D face modeling approaches, different conclusions were created about how suitable is each approach for constructing the 3D face model, as well as how applicable is each approach for assisting in the face recognition systems and operations.
As we can see in table 1, the 3D face modeling obtained by scanners has the advantage of constructing the face model in a high resolution and accuracy by capturing the shape and texture information but in the other hand 3D capturing technology requires cooperation from a subject. Lens or laser based scanners require the subject to be at a certain distance from the sensor. Furthermore, a laser scanner requires a few seconds of complete immobility, while a traditional camera can capture images from far away with no cooperation from the subjects. In addition, there are currently very few high-quality 3D face databases available for testing and evaluation purposes. In summary, it is considered expensive and time consuming.
For the 3D face modeling based on generic face model, the speed and easy of the construction process is the main advantages of this approach. It can photo-realistically renders 3D face with very limited computation and thus cost is suitable for real-time and mobile applications. But in the other hand, the lack of accuracy due to the number of sparse vertices and the texture mapping method adopted in this algorithm is not precisely and may also affect the visual effect.
In the 3D face modeling approach based on 3D morphable model, the need for only one 20 image of the face and the high 3D face construction are the main advantages specially that this can be done under any pose action but the time consuming and texture mapping constraints make this approach unsuitable for real time systems and made it one of the main disadvantage of this approach. The 3D face modeling based on the 3D morphable shape model is considered highly accurate and precise in modeling the 3D face models and can be automated in creating the face model by selecting points in the face. Also this approach is considered reliable and fast. In the other hand, this approach needs a high preprocessing time before starting the face construction due to the sparse of the face mesh and the projecting operation needs.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper, addressed the approaches and techniques used in the last ten years for modeling the human face in the 3D domain. An analysis and review for the recent studies in each approach was done by listing the recent studies and works in this area and analyzing the pros and cons for each approach with the suitability level for these approaches to be used in real time face recognition systems. We conclude from this state or art study that different 3D face modeling techniques requires different equipments, input data; preprocessing and in-between processes that assist the developers of face recognition systems and let them be able to choose among these approaches based on the nature of the implemented system and the purpose of the recognition operation.
Future researches may combine the advantages of the four 3D face modeling approaches or part of them in one approach that reduce the cost and complexity of systems implementation. Also focusing on constructing 3D face models from face images with different occlusions and expression invariants to help in the implementation of highly accurate face recognition systems is needed for the future of biometric applications.
